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The future of legal 
services?



Access to 
justice

Employability

Problem solving law students = problem 
solving lawyers





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8g1bIyGf60&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8g1bIyGf60&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop


What does the future look like for student 
law clinics and clinical legal education?

More use of technology
Innovative means of enabling access to justice

Problem solving
 Student led



Liberating expertise through automation. 



Document 

Generation

Decisions

Processes

The sweet spot for Neota Logic 

System use cases.



Reasoning tools

Integration capabilities

Data management

Custom Outputs



500+ students have 

participated in Neota 

Logic education 

programmes around 

the world

Neota Logic 

education 

programmes 

have been run in 

13 law schools 

globally.

120+ apps have 

been built for non-

profit organisations 

that promote 

access to justice



Design thinking… 

…as a process for designing a 
course in Legal Tech.



Phases of the design thinking process

Inspiration

Ideation

Problem 

Framing

Implementation 

& prototyping



The problem framing or inspiration phase

An industry that is quickly changing – demand for legal services 
is growing, but demand for law firm services has stagnated.

Law graduates entering the industry without the skills their 

employers need to stay relevant.

Cuts to funding for legal aid and other A2J initiatives.

Government focus on UK becoming a Legal Tech Hub 

(competing with Singapore, primarily).

A framework for legal education that has remained roughly the 

same since the Roman Empire.



a wicked 

problem

solutions are not right or 

wrong, just better or worse 

no immediate or ultimate 

test of a solution 

no definitive formulation

does not have an 

enumerable set of solutions

essentially unique

every solution is a “one shot 

operation”



Empathy

Solution-

focused

Divergent

Ideation



The invisible, “make or break” factor…



Change management

• Be crystal clear about assessments and grading – break 

down how you will be assessing their practical work, e.g. 

Creativity, Clarity, Understanding of Problem, etc.;

• Offer additional in-person support, e.g. time after class for 

individuals to ask questions, office hours, etc.;

• Give examples of work that would have received a top 

grade, where possible.

A legal tech course will be as new to your students as it is to 

you. In the middle of an otherwise homogenous curriculum, 

your new course has the potential to create a lot of 

uncertainty.


